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The Lp –diameter of the group
of area-preserving diffeomorphisms of S 2

MICHAEL BRANDENBURSKY

EGOR SHELUKHIN

We show that for each p � 1 , the Lp –metric on the group of area-preserving
diffeomorphisms of the two-sphere has infinite diameter. This solves the last open
case of a conjecture of Shnirelman from 1985. Our methods extend to yield stronger
results on the large-scale geometry of the corresponding metric space, completing an
answer to a question of Kapovich from 2012. Our proof uses configuration spaces
of points on the two-sphere, quasimorphisms, optimally chosen braid diagrams, and,
as a key element, the cross-ratio map X4.CP 1/!M0;4 Š CP 1 n f1; 0; 1g from
the configuration space of 4 points on CP 1 to the moduli space of complex rational
curves with 4 marked points.

20F65, 37E30, 53D99; 20F36, 57M07, 57R50, 57S05

1 Introduction and main results

1.1 Introduction

The L2 –length of a path of volume-preserving diffeomorphisms, which describes a
time-dependent flow of an ideal incompressible fluid, corresponds to the hydrodynamic
action of the flow in the same way as the length of a path in a Riemannian manifold
corresponds to its energy; see Shnirelman [41]. Indeed, it is the length of this path
with respect to the formal right-invariant Riemannian metric on the group G of volume-
preserving diffeomorphisms introduced by Arnold in [1]. The L1–length of the same
path has a dynamical interpretation as the average length of a trajectory of a point under
the flow.

Following the principle of least action, it therefore makes sense to consider the infimum
of the lengths of paths connecting two fixed volume-preserving diffeomorphisms. This
gives rise to a right-invariant distance function (metric) on G . Taking the identity
transformation as the initial point, Arnold observes that a path whose L2 –length is
minimal (and equal to the distance) necessarily solves the Euler equation of an ideal
incompressible fluid.
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It follows from works of Ebin and Marsden [18] that for diffeomorphisms in G that
are C 2 –close to the identity, the infimum is indeed achieved. Further, more global
results on the corresponding Riemannian exponential map were obtained in Ebin,
Misiołek and Preston [19] and Shnirelman [42]; see Ebin [17] for additional references.
Shnirelman [40; 41] showed, among a number of surprising facts related to this subject,
that in the case of the ball of dimension 3, the diameter of the L2 –metric is bounded.
This result is known1 to hold for all compact simply connected manifolds of dimension 3

or larger (see Eliashberg and Ratiu [20], Khesin and Wendt [29] and Arnold and Khesin
[3]), while its analogue in the non–simply connected case is false (see Eliashberg and
Ratiu [20] and Brandenbursky [9]). Furthermore, Shnirelman has conjectured that for
compact manifolds of dimension 2, the L2 –diameter is infinite.

In this paper we consider Shnirelman’s conjecture, and its analogues for Lp–metrics,
with p � 1. It follows from results of [20] that on compact surfaces (possibly with
boundary) other than T 2 and S2 , Shnirelman’s conjecture holds for all p � 1. Their
arguments rely on the Calabi homomorphism Cal (see Calabi [14]) from the compactly
supported Hamiltonian group Hamc.†; �/ to the real numbers in the case of a surface †
with nonempty boundary (� is the area form), and on nontrivial first cohomology
combined with trivial center of the fundamental group in the closed case. For the
two-torus T 2 this conjecture of Shnirelman also holds for all p � 1, as can be quickly
seen by the following steps. First, the methods of [20] together with the fact that the
Hamiltonian group Ham.T 2; dx^dy/ is simply connected as a topological space (see
eg Polterovich [35, Chapter 7.2.B]) imply that Ham.T 2; dx^dy/ with the Lp–metric
has infinite diameter (compare with Brandenbursky and Kędra [11, Theorem 1.2]).
Second, the inclusion Ham.T 2; dx^dy/ ,!Diff0.T

2; dx^dy/, the two groups being
equipped with their respective Lp–metrics, is a quasi-isometry (see Proposition A.1).
The case of the two-sphere S2 , to which previous methods do not apply, remained
open.

The case p > 2 (but not that of Shnirelman’s original conjecture!) is well-known, as it
follows from a result of Polterovich [34] regarding Hofer’s metric on Ham.S2/ by an
application of the Sobolev inequality. The authors gave a different proof of this case
by elementary methods in the preprint [12].

The main result of this paper is the unboundedness of the Lp–metric on Ham.S2/ for
all p � 1. This completes a full answer to Shnirelman’s question. Our methods extend
to yield stronger results on the large-scale geometry on the Lp–metric on Ham.S2/.
In particular, we provide bi-Lipschitz group monomorphisms of Rm endowed with
the standard (say Euclidean) metric into .Ham.S2/; dLp / for each positive integer m

1The authors have not found a detailed proof of this generalization in the literature.
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and each p � 1. Moreover, our key technical estimate implies by an argument of
Kim and Koberda [30] (cf Crisp and Wiest [16] and Benaim and Gambaudo [5])
the existence of quasi-isometric group monomorphisms from each right-angled Artin
group to .Ham.S2/; dLp / for each p � 1, completing the resolution of a question of
Kapovich [27] in the case of S2 (the case p > 2 shown in Kim and Koberda uses [12]).

Our methods are two-dimensional in nature, and have to do with braiding and relative
rotation numbers of trajectories of time-dependent two-dimensional Hamiltonian flows
(in extended phase space). We note that Shnirelman has proposed to use relative rotation
numbers to bound from below the L2 –lengths of two-dimensional Hamiltonian paths
in [41]. This direction is related to the method of Eliashberg and Ratiu by a theorem
of Gambaudo and Ghys [22] and Fathi [21] (compare with Shelukhin [39]), stating
that the Calabi homomorphism is proportional to the relative rotation number of the
trajectories of two distinct points in the two-disc D under a Hamiltonian flow, averaged
over the configuration space of ordered pairs of distinct points .x1;x2/ in the two-disc.

This line of research was pursued in Gambaudo and Lagrange [24], Benaim and
Gambaudo [5], Crisp and Wiest [16], Brandenbursky [9], Brandenbursky and Kędra [10]
and Kim and Koberda [30], obtaining quasi-isometric and bi-Lipschitz embeddings of
various groups (right-angled Artin groups and additive groups of finite-dimensional
real vector spaces) into Hamc.D2; dx^dy/ and into ker.Cal/�Hamc.D2; dx^dy/

endowed with their respective Lp–metrics (see Brandenbursky and Kędra [11] for
similar embedding results on manifolds with a sufficiently complicated fundamental
group). In all cases, the key technical estimate is an upper bound, via the Lp–length
of an isotopy of volume-preserving diffeomorphisms, of the average, over all points
in a configuration space of the manifold, of the word length in the fundamental group
of the configuration space of the trace of the point under the induced isotopy (closed
up to a loop by a system of short paths on the configuration space). In this paper we
produce similar estimates for the case of the two-sphere. Our case of Diff0.S

2; �/,
with p � 2, is more difficult than that of ker.Cal/� Hamc.D; dx ^ dy/ because the
necessary analytical and topological bounds require a more global approach and have
to take into account the geometry and topology of the sphere.

In turn, lower bounds on the average word length can often be provided by quasi-
morphisms — functions that are additive with respect to the group multiplication —
up to an error which is uniformly bounded (as a function of two variables). The
quasimorphisms we use were introduced and studied by Gambaudo and Ghys in the
beautiful paper [23]; see also Polterovich [36], Py [37; 38] and Brandenbursky [8].
These quasimorphisms essentially appear from invariants of braids traced out by the
action of a Hamiltonian path on an ordered n–tuple of distinct points in the surface
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(suitably closed up), averaged over the configuration space Xn.†/ of n–tuples of
distinct points on the surface †.

Comparison with [12] The first step in our study of Shnirelman’s conjecture is found
in the unpublished preprint [12], where we saw which elements of the approach of [9]
extend to the case of S2 . There we found that without a key new idea one could only
obtain the necessary estimates for p > 2. The main novelty of this paper consists
indeed of a new geometric idea, which is of independent interest. To wit, we introduce
certain canonical “logarithmic” differential forms on Xn.CP1/, which play a key role
in our arguments. These forms can be considered as analogues for the case of CP1 of
the differential forms of Arnold [2] on Xn.C/. One curious aspect of these forms is
that while in Arnold’s case they appeared from pairs of points, that is from the natural
projections Xn.C/! X2.C/ on pairs of coordinates, in the case of CP1 they are
constructed from quadruples of points, that is from projections Xn.CP1/!X4.CP1/

on quadruples of coordinates. This fits with P2.C/D �1.X2.C//Š �1.C n f0g/D Z
and P4.CP1/D �1.X4.CP1//ŠZ=2Z��1.C nf0; 1g/DZ=2Z� .Z�Z/ being the
first infinite pure braid groups in the two cases.

1.2 Preliminaries

1.2.1 The Lp–metric Let M denote a smooth oriented manifold without boundary
that is either closed, or has M D X n @X for a compact manifold X . Let M be
endowed with a Riemannian metric g and smooth measure � (given by a volume form,
which in our case that M is a surface is an area form � , and orientation on M ). We
require g and � to extend continuously to X in the second case. Finally denote by

G D Diffc;0.M; �/

the identity component of the group of compactly supported diffeomorphisms of M

preserving the smooth measure �.

Fix p � 1. For a smooth isotopy f�tgt2Œ0;1� from �0 D 1 to �1 D � , we define the
Lp–length by

lp.f�tg/D

Z 1

0

�
1

vol.M; �/
�

Z
M

jXt j
p d�

�1=p

dt;

where Xt D
d

dt 0

ˇ̌
t 0Dt

�t 0 ı �
�1
t is the time-dependent vector field generating the iso-

topy f�tg, and jXt j is its length with respect to the Riemannian structure on M .
As is easily seen by a displacement argument, the Lp–length functional determines a
nondegenerate norm on G by the formula

dp.1; �/D inf lp.f�tg/:
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This in turn defines a right-invariant metric on G by the formula

dp.�0; �1/D dp.1; �1�0
�1/:

Remark 1.1 Consider the case p D 1. It is easy to see that the L1–length of an
isotopy is equal to the average Riemannian length of the trajectory f�t .x/gt2Œ0;1� (over
x 2 M , with respect to �). Moreover for each p � 1, by Jensen’s (or Hölder’s)
inequality, we have

lp.f�tg/� l1.f�tg/:

Denote by z1 the identity element of the universal cover zG of G . Similarly one has the
Lp–pseudonorm (that induces the right-invariant Lp–pseudometric) on zG , defined for
z� 2 zG as

dp.z1; z�/D inf lp.f�tg/;

where the infimum is taken over all paths f�tg in the class of z� . Clearly dp.1; �/D
inf dp.z1; z�/, where the infimum runs over all z� 2 zG that map to � under the natural
epimorphism zG! G .

Up to bi-Lipschitz equivalence of metrics (d and d 0 are equivalent if d=C � d 0 � Cd

for a certain constant C > 0) the Lp–metric on G (and its pseudometric analogue
on zG ) is independent of the choice Riemannian structure and of the volume form �

on M . In particular, the question of boundedness or unboundedness of the Lp–metric
enjoys the same invariance property.

Terminology For a positive integer n, we use A;B;C > 0 as generic notation for
positive constants that depend only on M , �, g and n.

1.2.2 Quasimorphisms For some of our results, we require the notion of a quasi-
morphism. Quasimorphisms are a helpful tool for the study of nonabelian groups,
especially those that admit few homomorphisms to R. A quasimorphism r W G!R
on a group G is a real-valued function that satisfies

r.xy/D r.x/C r.y/C br .x;y/;

for a function br W G �G!R that is uniformly bounded:

ı.r/ WD sup
G�G

jbr j<1:

A quasimorphism xr W G!R is called homogeneous if xr.xk/D kxr.x/ for all x 2G

and k 2 Z. In this case, it is additive on each pair x;y 2G of commuting elements:
r.xy/D r.x/C r.y/ if xy D yx .
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For each quasimorphism r W G ! R there exists a unique homogeneous quasimor-
phism xr that differs from r by a bounded function:

sup
G

jxr � r j<1:

It is called the homogenization of r and satisfies

xr.x/D lim
n!1

r.xn/

n
:

Denote by Q.G/ the real vector space of homogeneous quasimorphisms on G .

For a finitely generated group G , with finite symmetric generating set S , define the
word norm j � jS W G! Z�0 by

jgjS Dminfk j g D s1 � � � sk for some s1; : : : ; sk 2 Sg

for g 2 G . This is a norm on G , and as such it induces a right-invariant metric
dS W G �G!Z�0 by dS .f;g/D jgf

�1jS . This metric is called the word metric. In
this setting, any quasimorphism r W G! R is controlled by the word norm. Indeed,
for all g 2G ,

jr.g/j �
�
ı.r/Cmax

s2S
jr.s/j

�
� jgjS :

When a specific symmetric generating set S for G can be fixed, we will usually
denote j � jS by j � jG .

We refer to [15] for more information about quasimorphisms.

1.2.3 Configuration spaces and braid groups For a manifold M , which shall in
this paper be usually of dimension 2 and without boundary, the configuration space
Xn.M /�M n of n–tuples of points on M is defined as

Xn.M /D f.x1; : : : ;xn/ j xi ¤ xj ; 1� i < j � ng:

That is,
Xn.M /DM n

n

[
1�i<j�n

Dij ;

where the partial diagonal Dij �M n is defined as Dij D f.x1; : : : ;xn/ j xi D xj g

for 1 � i < j � n. Note that Dij is a submanifold of M n of codimension dim M .
When dim M D 2 and M is endowed with a complex structure, Dij is a complex
hypersurface. Therefore we shall sometimes refer to Dij and D D

S
1�i<j�n Dij as

divisors. Indeed, complex coordinates serve an important role in our arguments.
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Finally we define the pure braid group of M as

Pn.M /D �1.Xn.M //:

Noting that the symmetric group Sn on n elements acts on Xn.M /, we form the
quotient Cn.M /DXn.M /=Sn and define the full braid group of M as

Bn.M /D �1.Cn.M //:

For smooth surfaces M endowed with a complex structure (hence smooth complex
manifolds of complex dimension 1), Cn.M / turns out to inherit the structure of a
smooth complex manifold of complex dimension n.

We note that Pn.M / and Bn.M / enter the exact sequence

1! Pn.M /! Bn.M /! Sn! 1:

In particular Pn.M / is a normal subgroup of Bn.M / of finite index. We refer to
Kassel and Turaev [28] for further information about braid groups.

1.2.4 Short paths and the Gambaudo–Ghys construction Given a real-valued
quasimorphism r on Pn.M /D�1.Xn.M /; q/, for a fixed basepoint q 2Xn.M / there
is a natural way to construct a real-valued quasimorphism on the universal cover zG of
the group GDDiff0.S

2; �/ of area-preserving diffeomorphisms of M DS2 . We shall
see that in our case of M D S2 this induces a quasimorphism on G itself, because
the fundamental group of G is finite. The construction is carried out by the following
steps; see Gambaudo and Ghys [23], Polterovich [36] and Brandenbursky [8].

Step 1 For all x2Xn.S
2/nZ with Z a closed negligible subset (eg a union of subman-

ifolds of positive codimension), choose a smooth path  .x/W Œ0; 1�!Xn.S
2/ between

the basepoint q 2 Xn.S
2/ and x . Make this choice continuous in Xn.S

2/ nZ . We
first choose a system of paths on M DS2 itself, in our case the minimal geodesics with
respect to the round metric, and then consider the induced coordinate-wise paths in M n ,
and pick Z to ensure that these induced paths actually lie in Xn.S

2/. After choosing
the system of paths f .x/gx2Xn.S2/nZ we extend it measurably to all x 2Xn.S

2/

(obviously, no numerical values computed in the paper will depend on this extension).
We call the resulting choice a “system of short paths”.

Step 2 Given a path f�tgt2Œ0;1� in G starting at Id, and a point x 2Xn.S
2/, consider

the path f�t �xg, to which we then concatenate the corresponding short paths. That is,
consider the loop

�.x; f�tg/ WD  .x/ # f�t �xg #  .y/�1
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in Xn.S
2/ based at q , where �1 denotes time reversal, and y D �1 � x . Hence we

obtain for each x 2Xn.S
2/nZ\.�1/

�1.Z/ an element Œ�.x; f�tg/�2�1.Xn.S
2/; q/

(or rather for each x 2Xn.S
2/ after the measurable extension in Step 1).

Step 3 Consequently applying the quasimorphism r W �1.Xn.S
2/; q/!R we obtain

a measurable function f W Xn.S
2/ ! R. Namely, f .x/ D r.Œ�.x; f�tg/�/. The

quasimorphism ˆ on zG is defined by

ˆ.Œf�tg�/D

Z
Xn.S2/

f d�˝n:

It is immediate to see that this function is well-defined for topological reasons. The
quasimorphism property follows by the quasimorphism property of r combined with
finiteness of volume. The fact that the function f is absolutely integrable can be
shown to hold a priori by a reduction to the case of the disc. We note, however, that by
Tonelli’s theorem this fact follows as a byproduct of the proof of our main theorem,
and therefore requires no additional proof.

Step 4 Of course our quasimorphism can be homogenized, to obtain a homogeneous
quasimorphism x̂ .

Remark 1.2 In our case, by the result of Smale [43], �1.G/ D Z=2Z, and hence
the quasimorphisms descend to quasimorphisms on G , eg by minimizing over the
two-element fibers of the projection zG ! G . For x̂ , the situation is easier since by
homogeneity it vanishes on �1.G/�Z.zG/, and therefore depends only on the image
in G of an element in zG . We keep the same notation for the induced quasimorphisms.

1.2.5 The cross-ratio map Recall that S2 can be identified with CP1 , and the latter
has an affine chart u0W C! CP1 with u0.z/ D Œz; 1� in homogeneous coordinates,
whose image is the complement of the point 1 WD Œ1; 0�.

The cross-ratio map is given by the natural2 projection

X4.CP1/!M0;4 DX4.CP1/=PSL.2;C/:

Composing it with the isomorphism M0;4 Š CP1 n f1; 0; 1g Š C n f0; 1g given by
the inverse of the map u 7! Œ.1; 0; 1;u/�, we obtain a map

crW X4.CP1/!C n f0; 1g:

In other words cr.x1;x2;x3;x4/ D A.x4/ for the unique map A 2 PSL.2;C/ with
A.x1/D1; A.x2/D 0; A.x3/D 1.

2Recall that the holomorphic automorphism group of CP1 is isomorphic to PSL.2;C/ acting by
fractional-linear transformations.
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In homogeneous coordinates, for .x1;x2;x3;x4/ 2 X4.CP1/ where xj D Œzj ; wj �

for 1� j � 4, the map cr is given by

cr.x1;x2;x3;x4/D
.z1w3� z3w1/.z2w4� z4w2/

.z2w3� z3w2/.z1w4� z4w1/
:

In the affine chart u0 �u0 �u0 �u0 it looks like

cr.z1; z2; z3; z4/D
.z1� z3/.z2� z4/

.z2� z3/.z1� z4/
:

The cross-ratio map allows us to write down a diffeomorphism (in fact isomorphism of
quasiprojective varieties)

cW Xn.CP1/ �!� X3.CP1/�Xn�3.C n f0; 1g/;

.Ex;y1; : : : ;yn�3/ 7! .Ex; cr.Ex;y1/; : : : ; cr.Ex;yn�3//;

where Ex D .x1;x2;x3/ denotes a point in X3.CP1/ and cr.Ex;y/D cr.x1;x2;x3;y/

is the cross-ratio map. Later we shall see that this diffeomorphism is precisely what
makes the proofs work, as it allows one to use the affine structure on C �C n f0; 1g.

Note that
�c WD pr2B cW Xn.CP1/!Xn�3.C n f0; 1g/;

where pr2W X3.CP1/�Xn�3.C n f0; 1g/!Xn�3.C n f0; 1g/ is the projection to the
second factor, is simply a coordinate description of the natural projection

Xn.CP1/!M0;n ŠXn.CP1/=PSL.2;C/:

Finally, note that c induces an isomorphism c#W Pn.CP1/!Z=2Z�Pn�3.Cnf0; 1g/
on fundamental groups (recall that P3.CP1/Š �1.PSL.2;C//Š Z=2Z).

1.2.6 Differential 1–forms on configuration spaces Using the isomorphism c , we
introduce special differential 1–forms on Xn.CP1/ for n� 4, that we consequently use
as an intermediate step in our results. Denote by u1; : : : ;un�3 the affine coordinates
on Cn�3 � .C n f0; 1g/n�3 �Xn�3.C n f0; 1g/. For each element � 2 I of an index
set

I D f.i I 0/g1�i�n�3[f.i I 1/g1�i�n�3[f.ij /g1�i¤j�n�3;

define an R–valued differential 1–form on Xn�3.C n f0; 1g/ by

�� D
1

2�
Im.˛�/;

with

˛iI0 D
dui

ui
; ˛iI1 D

d.ui � 1/

ui � 1
; ˛ij D

d.ui �uj /

ui �uj
:
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Finally, define
z�� D .�c/

��� 2�
1.Xn.CP1/;R/;

for each � 2 I .

For a 1–form � on a manifold Y and a smooth parametrized path  W Œ0; 1�! Y , setZ


j� j WD

Z 1

0

j�.t/. P .t//j dt:

Clearly, for a smooth loop  we have j
R
 � j �

R
 j� j. Moreover,

R
 j� j D

R
�1 j� j,

where �1 is the time-reversal of  .

1.3 Main results

Our main technical result is:

Theorem 1.3 For an isotopy x� D f�tg in G , the average word norm of a trajectory
�.x; x�/ is controlled by the L1–length of x� :

W .x�/D

Z
Xn.CP1/nZ\.�1/�1.Z/

jŒ�.x; x�/�jPn.S2/ d�˝n.x/�A � l1.x�/CB

for certain constants A;B > 0.

Remark 1.4 Note that W .x�/ depends only on the class z� D Œx�� 2 zG of x� in the
universal cover zG of G .

Theorem 1.3 has a number of consequences concerning the large-scale geometry of
the L1–metric on G . Firstly, as any quasimorphism on a finitely generated group is
controlled by the word norm, we immediately obtain the following statement.

Corollary 1.5 The homogenization x̂ of each Gambaudo–Ghys quasimorphism ˆ

satisfies
j x̂ .�/j � C � d1.�; 1/:

By a theorem of Ishida [26], the composition Q.Bn.S
2//!Q.Pn.S

2//
GG
��!Q.G/,

where the first arrow is the natural restriction map and the second is the Gambaudo–
Ghys map, is an embedding. Hence for n� 4, by results of Bestvina and Fujiwara [6],
Q.G/ is an infinite-dimensional vector space. Thus by Corollary 1.5 the diameter of G
with the L1–distance is infinite.

Corollary 1.6 The L1–diameter of G is infinite.

Considering certain special examples of Gambaudo–Ghys quasimorphisms, and their
calculations for certain autonomous flows, as in [12], we find for each integer k � 1 a k –
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tuple of homogeneous Gambaudo–Ghys quasimorphisms f x̂ ig1�i�k and a k –tuple of
commuting autonomous Hamiltonian flows (one-parameter subgroups) ff�t

i gt2Rg1�i�k

such that x̂ i.�
t
j /D tıij . This implies the following stronger statement.

Corollary 1.7 The metric group .G; d1/ admits a bi-Lipschitz group monomorphism
from .Rk ; d/, where d is any metric on Rk induced by a vector-space norm.

Moreover, by an argument of Kim and Koberda [30] (cf Benaim and Gambaudo [5]
and Crisp and Wiest [16]), Theorem 1.3 implies the following statement, finishing an
answer to a question of Kapovich [27] in the case of S2 .

Corollary 1.8 The metric group .G; d1/ admits a quasi-isometric group embedding
from each right-angled Artin group endowed with the word metric.

Remark 1.9 We note that Corollary 1.8 implies Corollary 1.6, providing the latter
with a proof that does not use quasimorphisms.

Finally, Proposition 2.7 in [13] combined with Corollary 1.5 implies the following.

Corollary 1.10 For each positive integer k , the complement in G of the set Autk of
products of at most k autonomous diffeomorphisms contains a ball of any arbitrarily
large radius in the L1–metric.

Remark 1.11 Let p � 1. By Jensen’s (or Hölder’s) inequality we have

d1 � dp;

hence all the results above for d1 continue to hold for dp .

1.4 Outline of the proof

Theorem 1.3 is an immediate consequence of the following lemma and two proposi-
tions. The lemma states that for our purposes two different choices of short paths are
equivalent.

Lemma 1.12 Choosing as short paths the component-wise affine segments  0.x/ in
the chart u0� � � � �u0W C

n!CPn to the basepoint, obtain from the isotopy x� D f�tg

another family of loops �0.x; x�/ for x 2Xn.CP1/ nZ0\ .�1/
�1.Z0/, for a different

negligible subset Z0 , and hence another average word norm function

W 0.x�/D

Z
Xn.CP1/nZ 0\.�1/�1.Z 0/

jŒ�0.x; x�/�jPn.S2/ d�˝n.x/:

Then jW .x�/�W 0.x�/j � C , for a constant C depending only on the systems of paths.
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The first proposition is a purely topological fact about the word norm of the classes of
loops in the fundamental group of the configuration space.

Proposition 1.13 Let � be a piecewise C 1 loop in Xn.S
2/ based at q . Let S be a

finite generating set of Pn.S
2/. The word norm of the class Œ�� 2 �1.Xn.S

2/; q/ Š

Pn.S
2/ with respect to S satisfies

jŒ��jS �A0 �

X
�2I

Z
�

jz�� jCB0

for constants A0;B0 > 0 depending only on S and on n.

The second lemma is purely analytical and relies on the fact that we work with area-
preserving diffeomorphisms, as well as on the fact that the differential forms we
consider have integrable singularities near the divisors of .CP1/n that we excise to
obtain Xn.CP1/.

Proposition 1.14 There exist constants A1;B1 > 0, depending only on n, such that
for each � 2 I ,Z

Xn.CP1/nZ

�Z
�.x;x�/

jz�� j

�
d�˝n.x/ � A1 � l1.x�/CB1:
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2 Proofs

Proof of Proposition 1.13 Let x� be a loop in Xn�3.C n f0; 1g/ based at xq D �c.q/.
We first claim that the word norm of Œx�� in Pn�3.C n f0; 1g/Š �1.Xn�3.C n f0; 1g//
satisfies

(1) jŒx��jPn�3.Cnf0;1g/ �A2 �

X
�2I

Z
x�

j�� jCB2

for A2;B2 > 0. Proposition 1.13 follows immediately from this statement by setting
x� D �c ı �, since the map Pn.CP1/! Pn�3.C n f0; 1g/ induced by �c is a quasi-
isometry (note that it is identified with the projection Z=2Z � Pn�3.C n f0; 1g/!
Pn�3.C n f0; 1g/ to the second factor, under the isomorphism given by c ).

We require the following two lemmas from geometric group theory.

Lemma 2.1 The natural map eW Pn�3.C n f0; 1g/! Pn�1.C/ induced by adding
constant strands at the punctures f0; 1g is a quasi-isometric embedding of groups.

Lemma 2.2 The inclusion Pn�1.C/! Bn�1.C/ is a quasi-isometric embedding of
groups.

Lemma 2.2 is a consequence of a general fact about cocompact group actions [25,
Corollary 24], as Pn�1 is a subgroup of finite index in Bn�1 . Lemma 2.1 is rather
special to our case, and hence we provide a proof.

Proof of Lemma 2.1 The map eW Pn�3.Cnf0; 1g/!Pn�1.C/ fits into the following
exact sequence [28]:

1! Pn�3.C n f0; 1g/! Pn�1.C/! P2.C/! 1:

Note that P2.C/ŠZ. Moreover the generator z of the center Z.Pn�1.C// of Pn�1.C/
maps to a generator 1 2 Z of P2.C/. Hence mapping 1 to z determines a section for
Pn�1.C/! P2.C/ that yields an isomorphism between the above exact sequence and

1! Pn�3.C n f0; 1g/! Pn�3.C n f0; 1g/�Z! Z! 1;

the first map taking the form x 7! .x; 0/, and the second map being the projection to
the second coordinate. The statement follows.

Consider the geometric braid x� and add two constant strands at 0 and 1. Call the new
geometric braid x�0 . It is now a loop in Xn�1.C/ based at xq [ f0; 1g. We show that
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for any geometric braid ˇ in Xn�1.C/ based at xq[f0; 1g, its word norm in Bn�1.C/
satisfies

(2) jŒˇ�jBn�1.C/ �A3 �

X
1�i<j�n�1

Z
ˇ

j� 0ij jCB3

for some A3;B3 > 0 and

� 0ij D
1

2�
Im
�

d.ui �uj /

ui �uj

�
for 1� i ¤ j � n� 1. Note that the forms f� 0�0g�02I 0 with

I 0 D f.ij / j 1� i < j � n; .i; j /¤ .n� 2; n� 1/g

pull back to f��g�2I under the natural embedding Xn�3.Cnf0; 1g/!Xn�1.C/ given
by .u1; : : : ;un�3/ 7! .u1; : : : ;un�3; 0; 1/, and the form �n�2;n�1 pulls back to the
zero form. Hence by Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 estimate (2) implies estimate (1).

For 1� i ¤ j � n� 1, let

pij W Xn�1.C/!X2.C/; .u1; : : : ;un�1/ 7! .ui ;uj /

be the natural projection on the respective pair of coordinates. Note that � 0ij D p�ij� ,
with � D 1

2�
Im.d.u� v/=.u� v//. Hence we have

R
ˇ j�
0
ij j D

R
ˇij
j� j, where ˇij D

pij ı ˇ , and moreover the following equality holds by the co-area formula; see [32,
Theorem 5.1.12] or [24].

For almost all ! 2 S1 , the quantity

nij .!/D #
�

t 2 Œ0; 1/
ˇ̌̌ pi ıˇ.t/�pj ıˇ.t/

jpi ıˇ.t/�pj ıˇ.t/j
D ! 2 S1

�
is finite, and defines an L1–function with normZ

S1

nij .!/ dm.!/D

Z
ˇ

j� 0ij j

for m the Haar (Lebesgue) measure on S1 . Note that (see [9; 10]) nij .!/ is the
number of times that the i th strand crosses over the j th strand in the diagram of the
braid ˇ obtained by projection in the direction ! .

We claim that there exist a constant C (which depends only on n) and ! 2 S1 such
that for all 1� i; j � n� 1,

nij .!/� C

Z
ˇ

j� 0ij j
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and all crossings are transverse. Indeed, if nij does not have vanishing L1–norm, by
Markov’s (or Chebyshev’s) inequality (see [31, Section 29.2, Theorem 5]) we estimate

m

��
! 2 S1

ˇ̌̌
nij .!/� C

Z
ˇ

j� 0ij j

��
�

1

C
:

Hence any C > .n� 1/.n� 2/ would be sufficient to ensure that the intersection\
1�i¤j�n�1

�
! 2 S1

ˇ̌̌
nij .!/� C

Z
ˇ

j� 0ij j

�
has positive measure and hence is nonempty. Moreover, clearly the set of all ! for
which all crossings are transverse has full measure.

Hence, from the !–projection diagram of the braid ˇ we get a presentation of ˇ as a
word in the full braid group Bn.C/, generated by say the half-twists, that has exactly
one generator for each overcrossing. Hence

jŒˇ�jBn�1.C/ �
X
i¤j

nij .!/� 2C
X
i<j

Z
ˇ

j�ij j:

This finishes the proof.

Proof of Lemma 1.12 For a subset W of Xn.CP1/, set W�1
WDW \ .�1/

�1.W /.
We note that for any negligible subset Z00 of Xn.CP1/,

W .x�/D

Z
Xn.CP1/n.Z�1

[Z 0
�1
[Z 00

�1
/

jŒ�.x; x�/�jPn.CP1/ d�˝n.x/;

W 0.x�/D

Z
Xn.CP1/n.Z�1

[Z 0
�1
[Z 00

�1
/

jŒ�0.x; x�/�jPn.CP1/ d�˝n.x/;

whether these integrals are finite or not (simply by the definition of the Lebesgue
integral).

Hence it is sufficient to show that there exists a constant C , depending only on the
systems of paths and a negligible subset Z00 of Xn.CP1/, such that for each x in

Xn.CP1/ n .Z�1
[Z0�1

[Z00�1
/DCn

n ..Cn
\Z�1

/[ .Cn
\Z0�1

/[ .Cn
\Z00�1

//

we have
ˇ̌
jŒ�0.x; x�/�jPn.CP1/� jŒ�.x;

x�/�jPn.CP1/

ˇ̌
� C .

And indeed we see that

Œ�.x; x�/�D Œı.�1 �x/�
�1Œ�0.x; x�/�Œı.x/�
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for ı.x/D  .x/# x 0.x/ and Œı.x/�Pn.CP1/�C , as can be seen by direct calculation on
braid diagrams in C . Indeed, as spherical geodesics map to circular arcs or affine rays
under stereographic projection, and the latter happens for x in a negligible subset Z00

of Cn n ..Cn\Z/[ .Cn\Z0//, considering for x 2Xn.CP1/ n .Z [Z0[Z00/ the
diagram of the geometric braid ı.x/ in a generic direction ! 2S1 , we see that it has at
most 4

�
n
2

�
C
�
n
2

�
crossings, corresponding to the  .x/ and x 0.x/ parts of the geometric

braid. Therefore Œı.x/�Bn.C/ � 5
�
n
2

�
. However, Œı.x/�Pn.C/ �A � Œı.x/�Bn.C/CB for

constants A;B>0 (see Lemma 2.2 below), and obviously Œı.x/�Pn.CP1/� Œı.x/�Pn.C/ .
This finishes the proof.

Proof of Proposition 1.14 We proceed to prove the analytic estimate on averages.
First we show that for each � 2 I , the integral of jz�� j on each of the short paths is
universally bounded.

Lemma 2.3 For each � 2 I and x 2Xn.CP1/ nZ0 , we have
R
 0.x/j

z�� j � C .

Proof of Lemma 2.3 Recall that by definition of  0.x/, we work in the chart Cn .
Since  0.x/ is a component-wise affine segment, any linear function h D zi � zj

composed with  0.x/ is an affine segment in C n f0g. Therefore
R
 0.x/jdh=hj � � .

By the definition of z�� (see (3) below) we obtain
R
 0.x/j

z�� j �
1

2�
� 6 � � D 3 for all

� 2 I .

By Lemma 2.3 it is sufficient to give a bound onZ
Xn.CP1/nZ 0

�Z
x��x

jz�� j

�
d�˝n.x/;

which by preservation of area and continuity can be rewritten asZ 1

0

�Z
Xn.CP1/

jz��.X
˚n
t /j.x/ d�˝n.x/

�
dt:

As the integrands are nonnegative, Tonelli’s theorem ensures that one can change the
order of integration without knowing in advance that the integrals converge.

We note that the above calculation is the only place in the proof that uses area-
preservation.

Now note that under the standard stereographic projection, the lower hemisphere in S2

is identified with the standard unit disk D D fjzj � 1g in C . This embeds as

H0 D f Œz; 1� j jzj � 1g
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in CP1 under the standard affine chart u0W C �!
� U0 containing the point Œ0; 1�.

Similarly, the upper hemisphere is identified with the subset

H1 D fŒ1; w� j jwj � 1g

of the image of the affine chart u1W C �!� U1 in CP1 . Moreover, CP1 is the
measure-disjoint union of H0 and H1 .

Let us write .CP1/n D
S
�2f0;1gn H� as a measure-disjoint union of products H� D

H�1
� � � � �H�n

of hemispheres. Let e� denote the isomorphism

e� D e�1
� � � � � e�n

W Dn
DD� � � � �D!H�;

where e�j D u�j jDW D!H�j for 1� j � n are given by the embeddings above. Write
H 0� DH�\Xn.CP1/ and �� D e�1

� .H� nH 0�/. Put xe� D e�jH 0� W D
n n��!H 0� . ThenZ

Xn.CP1/

jz��.X
˚n
t /j.x/ d�˝n.x/D

X
�2f0;1gn

Z
H 0�

jz��.X
˚n
t /j.x/ d�˝n.x/:

Write Z
H 0�

jz��.X
˚n
t /j.x/ d�˝n.x/D

Z
Dnn��

j.xe�/
�z��.e

�
�X˚n

t /j.x/ de�� .�
˝n/:

Note that e��X˚n
t D e��1

Xt ˚� � �˚ e��n
Xt , and that for each � 2 I we have .xe�/�z�� D

1
2�

Im.df�;�=f�;�/ with f�;� D l1l2=.l3l4/ or f�;� D l1l2l3=.l4l5l6/, with each lk of
the form a� b or ab� 1, where a and b are natural coordinates on two of the factors
in the product Dn . From now on, we focus on the second case, since the first case
is simpler and is treated analogously. We state it more precisely: if .a1; : : : ; an/ are
natural coordinates on Dn , then �� D

S
1�i<j�nfhij D 0g, with hij D ai � aj if

�i D �j and hij D aiaj � 1 if �i ¤ �j , and for each 1� k � 6 we have lk D hij for
some 1� i < j � n. Indeed, this follows immediately from the identities

cr.x1;x2;x3;x4/� 1D� cr.x1;x3;x2;x4/D
.z1w2� z2w1/.z3w4� z4w3/

.z2w3� z3w2/.z1w4� z4w1/

and

cr.x1;x2;x3;x4/�cr.x1;x2;x3;x5/D
.z1w3� z3w1/.z1w2� z2w1/.z5w4� z4w5/

.z2w3� z3w2/.z1w4� z4w1/.z1w5� z5w1/

for xj D Œzj ; wj � in homogeneous coordinates on CP1 for 1� j � 5.

We record the formula

(3) .xe�/
�z�� D

1

2�
Im
�

dl1

l1
C

dl2

l2
C

dl3

l3
�

dl4

l4
�

dl5

l5
�

dl6

l6

�
;
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which follows immediately from the above discussion. From (3) it follows that it is
sufficient to estimateZ

D�DnfhijD0g

ˇ̌̌̌
dhij

hij

ˇ̌̌̌
.e��i

Xt ˚ e��jXt /.e�i
� e�j /

� d�˝2

for each 1� i < j � n.

The pullback j � jSph D e�� j � jS2 for � 2 f0;1g of the metric on the sphere in either of
the coordinate charts is equal to

.j � jSph/� D .1Cj�j
2/�1
j � jEucl:

Abbreviating j � jEucl D j � j we therefore have, for all � 2D ,

1
2
j � j � j � jSph � j � j:

Hence in order to obtain an estimate via
R

Dj.e
�
�k

Xt /jSph d� for 1�k�n, it is sufficient
to estimate via

R
Dj.e

�
�k

Xt /j d�.

Hence it is sufficient to estimateZ
D2nfa�bD0g

ˇ̌̌̌
d.a� b/

a� b

ˇ̌̌̌
.At ˚Bt / d�˝2

or Z
D2nfab�1D0g

ˇ̌̌̌
d.ab� 1/

ab� 1

ˇ̌̌̌
.At ˚Bt / d�˝2:

Here
d�.�/D 2.1Cj�j2/�2 dm.�/

is the pullback of the spherical measure to D by any of the maps e�j (note that the
map CP1!CP1 given by Œz; w� 7! Œw; z� is an isometry of the spherical metric, and
hence preserves the volume form), and At ;Bt are e��i

Xt ; e
�
�j

Xt for appropriate i; j .

Start with Z
D2nfa�bD0g

jAt .a/�Bt .b/j

ja� bj
d�.a/ d�.b/:

We apply the triangle inequality jAt .a/�Bt .b/j � jAt .a/j C jBt .b/j, and estimate
the two resulting terms separately. Since they are estimated analogously, we show the
estimate for the first term only. We haveZ

D

Z
D

jAt .a/j

ja� bj
d�.b/ d�.a/D

Z
D
jAt .a/j

�Z
D

1

ja� bj
d�.b/

�
d�.a/

� C �

Z
D
jAt .a/j d�.a/;
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since Z
D

1

ja� bj
d�.b/� 2

Z
D

1

ja� bj
dm.b/� 8� D C:

We continue with Z
D2nfab�1D0g

jaBt .b/�At .a/bj

jab� 1j
d�.a/ d�.b/:

Using the triangle inequality in the numerator, we estimate the two terms separately.
Consider for example the first term. The estimate proceeds analogously to the previous
case, the only difference being the following calculation. Writing a� D 1=a, we
compute Z

D

jaj

jab� 1j
d�.a/D

Z
fja�j�1g

1

jb� a�j
d�.a�/� C:

Indeed, write the last integral as the sum of the integrals over the measure-disjoint
subsets f1� ja�j � 2g and fja�j � 2g of C . Then we estimateZ

fja�j�2g

1

jb� a�j

1

.1Cja�j2/2
dm.z/�

Z
fja�j�2g

1

jb� a�j
dm.a�/

�

Z
fjb�a�j�3g

1

jb� a�j
dm.b� a�/

D 6�;

and, recalling that jbj � 1,Z
fja�j�2g

1

ja�� bj

1

.1Cja�j2/2
dm.a�/�

Z
fja�j�2g

1

ja�j � jbj

1

.1Cja�j2/2
dm.a�/

�

Z
fja�j�2g

2

ja�j

1

.1Cja�j2/2
dm.a�/

D C1 <1:

This gives us an estimate as required, with C D 12� C 2C1 .

3 Examples of quasimorphisms and bi-Lipschitz embeddings
of vector spaces

For ˛ 2 Pn D Pn.C/ we denote by y̨ the n–component link which is a closure of ˛ ;
see Figure 1.

Let signnW Pn!Z be a map such that signn.˛/D sign.y̨/, where sign is the signature
invariant of links in R3 . Gambaudo and Ghys [23] showed that signn defines a
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˛

Figure 1: Closure y̨ of a braid ˛

quasimorphism on Pn ; see [8] for a different proof. We denote by signnW Pn ! R
the induced homogeneous quasimorphism. Recall that the center of Pn is isomorphic
to Z. Let �n be a generator of the center of Pn . It is a well-known fact that Pn.S

2/

is isomorphic to the quotient of Pn�1 by the cyclic group h�2
n�1
i; see [7]. Let

lknW Pn! Z be a restriction to Pn of a canonical homomorphism from Bn D Bn.C/
to Z which takes value 1 on each Artin generator of Bn . Let sn�1W Pn�1!R be a
homogeneous quasimorphism defined by

sn�1.˛/ WD signn�1.˛/�
signn�1.�n�1/

lkn�1.�n�1/
lkn�1.˛/:

Since sn�1.�n�1/D 0, the homogeneous quasimorphism sn�1 descends to a homo-
geneous quasimorphism xsnW Pn.S

2/! R. Note that xs2 and xs3 are trivial because
P2.S

2/ and P3.S
2/ are finite groups.

For each n� 4, let
SignnW Diff0.S

2; �/!R

be the induced homogeneous quasimorphism. In [23, Section 5.3] Gambaudo and Ghys
evaluated quasimorphisms Sign2n on a family of diffeomorphisms

f! W S
2
! S2

such that f!.1/D1 and f!.x/D e2i�!.jxj/x ; here S2 is identified with C[f1g
and !W RC!R is a function which is constant in a neighborhood of 0 and outside
some compact set. Let a.r/ be the spherical area (with the normalization vol.C/D 1)
of the disc in C with radius r centered at 0. Set uD 1� 2a.r/ and let z!.u/D !.r/.
In [23, Lemma 5.3] Gambaudo and Ghys showed that for each n� 2,

(4) Sign2n.f!/D
n

2

Z 1

�1

.u2n�1
�u/z!.u/ du:
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Proof of Corollary 1.7 Let H! W S
2!R be a smooth function supported away from

the f1g point and ft;! be a Hamiltonian flow generated by H! , such that f1;! D f! .
Since ft;! is an autonomous flow, by (4) we have

Sign2n.ft;!/D t
n

2

Z 1

�1

.u2n�1
�u/z!.u/ du:

Let d 2 N . It follows from (4) that it is straightforward to construct a family of
functions !i W RC!R and fH!i

gd
iD1

supported away from the f1g point such that:
� Each Hamiltonian flow ft;!i

is generated by H!i
and f1;!i

D f!i
.

� The functions fH!i
gd
iD1

have disjoint support and hence the diffeomorphisms
ft;!i

and fs;!j commute for all s; t 2R, 1� i; j � n.
� The .d � d/ matrix0B@ Sign4.f1;!1

/ � � � Sign4.f1;!d
/

:::
: : :

:::

Sign2dC2.f1;!1
/ � � � Sign2dC2.f1;!d

/

1CA
is nonsingular.

It follows that there exists a family f x̂ ig
d
iD1

of homogeneous quasimorphisms on
Diff0.S

2; �/ such that x̂ i is a linear combination of Sign4; : : : ;Sign2dC2 and

(5) x̂
i.ft;!j /D

�
t if i D j ;

0 if i ¤ j:

Let I W Rd ! Diff0.S
2; �/ be a map such that

I.v/ WD fv1;!1
ı � � � ıfvd ;!d

for v D .v1; : : : ; vd /. It follows from the construction of ffvi ;!i
gd
iD1

that I is a
monomorphism. Let A0p WDmaxi lp.fft;!i

g0�t�1/. Then

kfv1;!1
ı � � � ıfvd ;!d

kp �A0pkvk;

where kvk D
Pd

iD1 jvi j and k � kp D dp. � ; 1/ denotes the Lp–norm.

The diffeomorphisms fv1;!1
; : : : ; fvd ;!d

pairwise commute. Hence, for each 1� i �d ,
by Corollary 1.5 and Equation (5) we have

kfv1;!1
ı � � � ıfvd ;!d

kp �A�1
p j
x̂

i.fv1;!1
ı � � � ıfvd ;!d

/j DA�1
p � jvi jj

x̂
i.f1;!i

/j;

where Ap is the maximum over the Lipschitz constants (in Corollary 1.5) of the
functions

x̂
i W Diff0.S

2; �/!R:
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It follows that

kfv1;!1
ı � � � ıfvd ;!d

kp �
�
.d �Ap/

�1 min
i
j x̂ i.f1;!i

/j
�
kvk D .d �Ap/

�1
kvk;

and the proof is complete.

Appendix: The case of the torus

The proof of [20, Theorem A.1] or [11, Theorem 1.2] applied to Ham.T 2; dx ^ dy/,
combined with the fact that Ham.T 2; dx ^ dy/ is simply connected as a topological
space (see [35, Chapter 7.2.B]) shows that the diameter of .Ham.T 2; dx ^ dy/; dL1/

is infinite. Hence by Remark 1.11, the following statement implies that the diameter of
.Diff0.T

2; dx ^ dy/; dLp / is infinite for all p � 1.

Proposition A.1 The inclusion .Ham.T 2; dx^dy/; dL1/ ,!.Diff0.T
2; dx^dy/; dL1/

is a quasi-isometry.

Proof of Proposition A.1 We equip the torus T 2 with the standard flat Riemannian
metric. We use the following instance of the flux exact sequence (see [4; 33]):

1! Ham.T 2; dx ^ dy/
�
�! Diff0.T

2; dx ^ dy/
Flux
��! T 2

! 1:

It has the property that the monomorphism � W T 2 ! Diff0.T
2; dx ^ dy/ given by

�.a; b/W .x;y/ 7! .xC b;y � a/ satisfies Flux B� D 1T 2 . In particular,

Diff0.T
2; dx ^ dy/D Ham.T 2; dx ^ dy/ � �.T 2/:

However, dL1.�.a; b/; 1/� 1=
p

2 for all .a; b/ 2 T 2 , as is verified in an elementary
manner. In particular, �W Ham.T 2; dx^dy/!Diff0.T

2; dx^dy/ has coarsely dense
image.

We proceed to prove that � is a bi-Lipschitz group monomorphism. First, ��dL1 � dL1

is immediate by definition of the L1–distance. We claim that c �dL1 � ��dL1 for some
0< c < 1. By right-invariance, it is sufficient to show that c �dL1.h; 1/� dL1.�.h/; 1/

for all h 2 Ham.T 2; dx ^ dy/. Consider a smooth path Œ0; 1�! Diff0.T
2; dx ^ dy/

such that t 7! gt with g0 D 1 and g1 D �.h/. Look at the path

Œ0; 1�! Diff0.T
2; dx ^ dy/; t 7! �t D � ıFlux.gt /:

Notice that in fact it is a loop based at 1 2 Diff0.T
2; dx ^ dy/. We shall prove the

following estimate of L1–lengths.

Claim 1 We have l1.f�
�1
t g/� c0 � l1.fgtg/ for some c0 > 0.
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We defer the proof of this claim to the end of the section. Define the path

Œ0; 1�! Ham.T 2; dx ^ dy/; t 7! ht D �
�1.��1

t gt /;

with h0 D 1 and h1 D h. Then, since �t are isometries, we see that

l1.fhtg/� l1.f�
�1
t g/C l1.fgtg/� .1C c0/ � l1.fgtg/;

by Claim 1. This finishes the proof, with c D .1C c0/
�1 .

Proof of Claim 1 First of all, since �t are isometries, l1.f�
�1
t g/D l1.f�tg/. Let Yt D

at .x;y/ @xCbt .x;y/ @y be the time-dependent symplectic vector field generating fgtg.
For f 2 C1.T 2;R/, denote its average by hf i D

R
T 2 f dx ^ dy (our area form has

total area 1). We record that

(6) jhf ij � jf jL1 :

It follows quickly from the definition of Flux (and an explicit characterization of exact
1–forms on T 2 ) that the vector field Zt D hat i @x C hbt i @y generates �t . Hence
by (6), for each 0� t � 1 we have

jZt jL1 �
p

2 � jYt jL1 :

Hence l1.f�tg/�
p

2 � l1.fgtg/, finishing the proof with c0 D
p

2.
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